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INTRODUCTION.

KoMRAD Max Kunz, for his
"
Finger-exercises in Canon-

form ", deserves a high place of honor among writers of

educative pianoforte-literature ;
all the higher, because not

one of his contemporaries in this field, however well-

qualified and well-equipped, happened to light on the clever

notion of striking out a path leading so straight to the

realization of the modern principle, "the most intimate

combination possible of the intellectual with the mechanical

in technical studies", as applied to the very "increments

[i. e., the "formative period"].

Although all enlightened instructors of music may ap-

prove this principle, and although excellent study-writers

have furnished so much valuable and practical material to

promote the said principle, its application to the first ele-

n>entary exercises of beginners has hitherto been almost

entirely neglected^ and, in my opinion, to great detriment.

With no instrument is it so important, early to awaken and

stimulate the faculty of feeling, thinking, and interpreting
"
polyphonically ", as with the piano, unless the latter is to

be treated as a substitute for the guitar "of blessed mem-

ory". The flexibility and fluent swiftness acquired by the

fingers by diligenUy playing over and over (practising) the

—for instance—first five-finger exercises by Alois Schmitt,

wherein the hands do simultaneous "homophonic
"
work,

is gamed, in most cases, only at the expense of musical

intelligence. The diligent player involuntarily grows inat-

tentive ;
lack of charm or interesting features in the task,

begets absentmindedness, and, finally, complete mental

vacuity, with its inevitable result, unrhythmical playing ;

the player becomes a mere machine, forgetting that he

shoukl be tite operator of a machine, without whose care the

ktter, if it docs not stop short, may lapse into irregular

operation. Moreover, the natural coalescence and interde-

pendence, like Siamese twins, of right hand and left, a

bondage from which the piano-player cannot be too early

emancipated, is materially promoted by exercises of this

UDd ;
an untrained ear controls only the right hand (soprano

part) by which the left is taken in tow like a slave without

will-power of his own.—These are, indeed, sad defects, for

which the acquisition of a certain mechanical dexterity

affords no adequate compensation. Such (in part unavoid-

able) defects—for I am by no means of the opinion that the

good should be cast away with the evil, i. e., that the above-

mentioned finger -exercises of Schmitt, Bertini, Czemy,

Kohler, etc., ought to be proscribed
—can be remedied by

the frequent and opportune employment of, and altemation

at the right time and pbce with, these Exercises in Canon-

form, the effect of which will be certain and favorable.

The essence, or, indeed, the root, of all polyphony is, in

point of fact, imitation :
—the Canon. The actual simulta-

neous hearing of several musical parts has been proved to be

physiologically impossible ; only by dint of training the

intermediary reflective understanding, does the faculty of

successive apprehension become intensified to such electric

swiftness, that the hearing appears to be simultaneous. In

the simple strict canon, the faculty of recollection, which

plays so essential a rdle in music, is set in motion
; by

which means the development of an aptitude for successive

apprehension is gradually facilitated, and it assumes the force

of a habit. No sounder foundation for polyphonic appre-

hension can, therefore, be laid, than exercises in this form.

The present work will likewise appear eminently adapted

for a preparation to Bach's Inventions. It is. in (act its own
best recommendation, and only requires to be brought into

notice, as i do not doubt that all public musical institutions,

as well as all competent private teachers, will then make its

introduction obligatory. For. while the author is to be

congratulated on his happy idea, which presents a parallel

to that of Columbus and the egg, we must testify that the

manner in which this idea has been carried out is worthy at

his reputation as an excellent musician—a reputation weM-

founded on his productions, (somewhat scanty, it vt true, in

point of quantity, but of no mean value in point of quality.)

in the domain of choruses for male voices.

Hans vom BUlow.
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AUTHOR'S PREFACE.

A» soon as !he beginner is able to play the annexed

figtire quite smoothly and connectedly in a number of

transpositions, each to be repeated four times in succession,

while carefully and continually watching over the touch, and
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with the body, the elbows, the wrists, and the fingers kept in

proper position, at the same time counting the beats (four

to each measure) aloud and steadily, he can use this work

to advantage. Velocity is in no case a desideratum in these

exercises. We have avoided (i) the successive repetition of

ant and the same key, except in a slow movement or after

a rest (which did not, of course, lessen our labor) ; (a) em-

ploying the little finger and thumb on black keys, except

from No. i8a onward ; (3) the so-called dynamic signs of

expression, such as f, p, crescendo, etc. ; and, finally, (4)

all doubled notes and grace-notes ;
in due time the latter

lay be introduced by the teacher in their proper place. On
the other hand, all possible care should be bestowed upon

lone-production, connection of the tones (the legato), and

the acquirement of a cnntabiU (singing) style (for touch is, to

tfte pianist, what attack is to the singer) ;
and strive con-

tinually, from the very outset, to acquire a clean, perfectly

correct execution. The exercises are certainly easy enougrh.

Every piano-teacher who has had to do with beginners,

knows that any beginning is difficult, that it is, indeed, one

of the most difficult of matters. In this particular, our

grand old masters have bequeathed little or nothing to

pupils. The present work, therefore, aims, within its self-

elected limits, at supplying this indubitable want The

compass of a fifth being overstepped in none of these pieces,

the pupil has no inducement whatever to k>ok away ftotn

the music at the keys. The eye thus accustoms itself to the

dgnificance of the signs, mechanical playing by heart is

avoided, and the pupil learns to
"
read ". At the same time,

at already remarked, care is taken to offer no difficulty

which the pupil is not able to master before becoming too

femiliar with his piece. (Later, of course, he will have to

train his memory by daily learning by heart a suitable

number of the pieces which he has previously practised. )

The independence of the hands one of the other, i. e. , the

•eK-dependence of each, is, it would seem, to be attained

most efficaciously, not by allowing the one to act simply as the

servant of the other, but by giving them both just the same

thing to do, only earlier or later. To this end the form of

th* Guion is beat adapted, in which (under proper direction)

the little people soon take pleasure, and which most surely

prepares their minds for the polyphonic style of the early

masters. Finally, the pieces are all short, because more

developed movements easily overtask the capacity and the

patience of the young.
In order to obviate, as far as possible, or at least to miti-

gate, the monotony which it was impossible wholly to

avoid in so many pieces confined within such narrow limits,

we had recourse, chiefly, to change in rhythm, in time,

and in keys. As regards the keys, it will be readily

admitted, that hardly anything can be imagined more weari-

some, tiresome, stupefying, or, indeed, more cruel, either lor

teacher or pupil, than to find themselves condemned to a

task covering many large folio pages and, for instance, all in

one and the same key of C-major. We have, therefore,

employed all the usual keys, and arranged them, intention-

ally, neither according to the circle of fifths nor according to

their relationship as relative keys. Furthermore, the char-

acter of the melodies is also varied by using the several tetra

chords (with the addition, of course, of a note above or

below when they have a range of a fifth) upon which they
are based. A melody, for example, which moves between

the 1st and 5th degrees, will sound differently from one be-

tween the 5th and 9th, 6th and loth, or 7th and nth of the

same key. Changes of this kind, too, are introduced wher-
ever possible. The imitations are for the most part in the

octave, but will be found quite frequently in othei intervals.

Some of them are inverted, and double counterpoint in the

octave is likewise employed. The different kinds of time

occurring are :

4 3 a. 6 4 3 3. 13 9 6 J. 6

3334444 8' 8" 8' 8' i6"

It will be seen, that the author has not tried to shirk his

task. Mindful of the maxim, that "the best is none too

good for youth ", he has at least done all in his power. It

is to be hoped that the little critics will be satisfied with him.

?ot advanced pupils, these Canons may also be recom-

mended both as exercises in playing at sight, apd as ma-
terials for the study and practice of transposition. Many of

them might also be utilized for singing-exercises in attack

and entrance, especially if suitable words be added.

Concerning the origin of this work, we may be permitted
to add a few words. More than jo years ago, a series ol

y> similar Canons was published. A few years ago, Royal
Court-Conductor Dr. Hans von Biilow encouraged the au-

thor to prepare a new edition. Without his encouragement,
this woutd certainty not have heen done. Some yo numbers
were discarded by maturer judgment Among the present
300 pieces, very few of the earlier ones are to be found ; th«

rest are newly written. This book, therefore, appears as an

entirely new work, and could not be published as a second

edition of the old one, which has been bng out of print.

KoNRAD Max KuNf



IV

Questions and Answers for Teacher and Pupil
I would recommend all students of these Canons to play first the scale, in which each one is written, before reading

the new Canon itself. It is then a good plan to play the scale a second time, putting it into the particular Ttme of the Canon,

carrying out the Rhythm as it is there carried out, whether in whole, half, or quarter beats. By this means the beginner
will find both key and time of the new Canon far less difficult than when attempting to play it without first becoming
acquainted with its key and with its time.

T'. What are our two chief guides in reading these Canons ?

T'. What does the Time-signature to the first eight Canons
mean, and where does it come in the Time-signature
Table ?

T'. In what Key is the ist Canon written, and how many
notes of the Scale are used for it

''

T'. Are there any half beats in the ist Canon, or any
notes not belonging to the Key ?

T'. In the 2nd, 3rd. 4th, 5th, and 6th Canons there are four

Half-notes in the measure: in the 1st Canon the Half-

note was a whole beat, what is it in all these ?

T'

T'

T'

T'

T'

T'.

T-

T'

T'

In the 2nd Canon, there is an interval, between two
of the notes, larger than can be found in Canon 1 ;

what is it called ?

In Canon 3, there is an interval from F to A; what is

it called ?

What is the Whole-note worth in Canon 7 ?

What is the Whole-note worth in Canon 9; and what
does the Time-signature, there, mean ?

In what division of the Time-table is i Time placed,
and how many Accents has it ?

Why may we not count six to music written in Simple

Triple Time ?

On what degree of the Scale does Canon 8 begin in

the upper voice or part ;
and on what degree does it

end in the lower part ?

What Key is Canon 12 written in; what does the Time-

signature mean: where will you find it in the Table;
and where are the Accents ?

What is the difference between the Key-signature of

D minor, and that of D major ?

What is the Quarter-note worth; what is the Half-note

worth; and what is the Eighth-note worth, in C Time,
in Canon 12 ?

In Canon 12 the measures are filled with four Quarter-
notes and so are they in Canon 13; what is it that tells

us the Time is not the same in both ?

In Canon 12 there is a dot after some of the notes;

what is a dot counted as ? Is it a whole beat or only
a part ?

In what Key is Canon 13 written ?

What is the Quarter-note worth in Canon 13 ? What
would the Half-note, and what would the Eighth-note
be worth there ?

Can the dot ever be a whole beat ?

In Canon 13, there is an interval larger than a Major
3rd, what is it called ?

In Canon 15, there is an interval larger than a Perfect

4th. what is it called ?

The Key-signature and the Time-signature.

It means that there are two beats in each measure, and
one Accent, or strong beat. In the Table it is classed

as: (p Simple Double Time.

The Key is C major. The notes are: Key-note, or Tonic;
Seventh, or Leading-note; and second of the scale.

There are no half beats which, in this case, would be

Quarter-notes) and no Accidentals in the 1st Canon.

The Half-note there is only half a beat, because the

Time-signature is Double; and therefore, although there

are four Half-notes in the measure, we should only
have two Beats and one Accent if we are to be guided
by the Time-signature.

In Canon 1, we find only Major and Minor 2nds; the

interval from B to D, in Canon 2, is a Minor 3rd.

The interval from F to A is a Major 3rd.

The Whole-note is a whole beat in Canon 7.

The Whole-note in Canon 9 is worth two beats. The
Time-signature i means that there are three beats in

the measure, each beat to be of the value of a Half-note.

Under Simple Triple; and there is one Accent on the

first beat of each measure.

Because by doing so we should change it into Compound
Double Time, which requires two Accents.

Canon 8 begins on the 5th, or Dominant, of the Scale,

in the upper voice, and ends on the same degree of the

Scale in the lower part.

Canon 12 is in D minor, relative minor to F major, and
Tontc or Parallel minor to D major. The Time-sig-
nature C means that there are four beats in the

measure; it is found under Simple Quadruple Time;
the ist and 3rd beats are accented.

The Key-signature of D minor, is one flat, B]>, and
that of D major, is two sharps, F^ and Qt
The Quarter-note is a whole beat; the Half-note two
beats; and the Eighth-note a half-beat, in C Time,
in Canon 12.

The Time-signature of Canon 12, is Quadruple, with

four beats and two Accents. The Time-signature of

Canon 1 3 is Double, with only two beats and one Accent.

The dot has no value of its own; we count it always as

equal to half the time of the note which it follows. In

Canon 12, following the Quarter-note
— which is there

a whole beat — the dot is equal only to half a beat.

In the Key of F major.

The Quarter-note, in Canon 13, is only half a beat; the

Half-note would be a whole beat and the Eighth-note
a quarter beat, in that Canon.

Yes; in Canon 86. the last measure, the dot is a whole

beat; because the Time-signature, % shows us that the

Quarter-note is. there, two beats, the dot following it

will therefore be, one.

The interval in Canon 13, larger than a Major 3rd. is

from F to the C below; it is called a Perfect 4th.

The interval in Canon 15, larger than a Perfect 4th,

is from D to A; it is called a Perfect 5th.



T*. In what key is Canon i6 wrinen, and what intervals do

you find in it ?

T». In Canon 14, the note on the 3rd line in the Treble Clef,

is the interval of a third from D, on the 4th line: and

in Canon 16, it is the same; upon what knowledge must

we depend for taking those two thirds differently ?

T*. What does the Time-signature of Canon 17 mean; and

where will you find it in the Table ?

V. Is the Dot ever worth less than half a beat ?

T. In Canon 62. there is a second Dot used ;
what part of

the beat is that ?

T. What woukl the value of a i6th-note be, In Canon 17 ?

T'. In what
key

is Canon 18 written, and what are the

degrees of the scale used for it ?

T*. In Canons 34, and 43, there are sharps used which are

not in the signature; why are they used, and why is

the G raised in Canon 18 ?

T'. Why are we so careful to recognize the Leading-notes
of all the keys ?

T*. In Canon 58, the 7th of the scale of GS minor is already

sharped in the signature; what is, in that case, done to

make it a Leading-note ?

V, On which key of the Piano is Fx played?
T'. What does the Time-signature of Canon 19 mean; and

where is it found in the Table ?

T*. What Is an Eighth-note worth, and what is a Sixteenth-

note worth, in f Time ?

"P. In what key is Canon 20 written, and what would the

notes of the last Measure make, if written one over the

other ?

p. What is the meaning of the Time-signature of Canon
2 1

;
where do you find it in the Table, and how many

Accents has it r

T. Why may we not count 3 to Music written in Com-
pound Duple Time ?

T. What ought all beginners to count, in | Time, unless

the Music is very rapid ?

T». How much is a Qyarter-note worth, how much a Half-

note, and how much a Sixteenth-note, in | Time ?

V. In what key is Canon 31 written, and what Chord could
we make of its last three notes ?

T*. What single note represents the time-value by which a

whole measure of Canon aa might be filled ?

P.

P.

P.

P.

P. In Bb
Major.

The Intervals are Minor and, A to Bb,

Major and, Bl» to C. and Major 3rd, Bl> to D, in the higher

Eart;

also Minor 3rd. A to C, Perfect 4th, C to the G
elow, and Bu to the F below, in the lower part.

P. B. and D, have the same place on the Staff, in Canons

14 and 16; the interval between them is in both cases

a 3rd, but the key-signature, in Canon 16, tells us that

B, there, is lowered to Bf»
; and, therefore, if we know

our key, we shall take a (Major yd, wherever D fol-

lows ^.
P. The Time-signature J means that there will be three

beats in every Measure, each beat worth a Quarter-note
or 4th part

of the Whole Note; it is put in the Table
under Simple Triple Time.

P. Yes; in Canon qs, the Dot is worth
only

a quarter-beat,
because the Time is \. and the Dot follows an Eighth-
note, which note is, there, only a half-beat.

P. As the Time is 'Duple, and carried out by four Quarter-
notes in the Measure, the Qyarter-note is only half a beat:

the Dot which follows an Eighth-note is, therefore, in

such a case, only an eighth 01 a beat; and as a second
Dot is worth but half the first, that second dot is, there,

the sixteenth of a beat.

A Sixteenth-note, in the f Time of Canon 17, would
have the value of only a quarter-beat.

In the key
of A minor. The degrees of the scale used

are :
— The Tonic or key-note, A

;
the and. B

;
the lead-

ing-note, Gtf; the ^th or Dominant, E; and the 6th, F.

In those three Canons, the sharps not in the signatures
are accidentals used, in minor keys, to show that the

7ths have been raised for Leading-notes.
Because they help us to distinguish the minor from the

major Canons
;
and also for the reason that the Leading-

note of a key is always the Major 3rd of the chord on
its Dominant.

P. VS>, the 7th, is raised half a tone, and made double

sharp (x) to be Leading-note to Git.

P. On that which is also called G natural.

P. The Time-signature } means that there are two beats in

each Measure: and that the beat will be of the value of
a Qyarter-note. In the Table, } Time is under the head
of Simple Duple Time.

P. In J Time, the Eighth-note is a half-beat, and the Six-

teenth-note a quarter-beat.

P. Canon 20 is written in E major. E, GJf. and B. the notes

of the last Measure, make the Common Chord on the

key-note or Tonic of E major.

P. The Time-signature \ means that each Measure will

contain the value of six Eighth-notes; in the Table it is

found under Compound Duple Time, and it has an Ac-
cent on beats t and 4.

P. Because we should then change it into Simple Triple
Time, to which we may give only one Accent.

P. We should count 6 to Compound Duple time, unless

the pace is too rapid to allow of our counting more
than two.

P. The Qyarter-note is worth two beats; the Half-note

worth four be.its; and the Sixteenth-note worth only
a half-beat, in | Time.

P. Canon 21 is written in A minor; A. C and E, its last

three notes, make the Common Chord on the Tonic or

key-note of A minor.

P. A Whole Note has a time-value sufficient to fill the two
whole beats in a Measure of Canon 22; it is equal in

value to the two groups of quarter-beats with which
most of the Measures are filled.



VI

T*. How do we know that, with all the Eighth-notes that

have to be played, there is only one Accent to be given
in each Measure of Canon 23 ?

v. What is the meaning of I as a Time-signature, and

where is it placed in the Table P

V. What is the difference between the Time-signature of

Canon 48, and that of Canon 44 ?

T'. Canon 44 is divided, by a double Bar, into two strains ;

the notes of both strains are written in the compass
of a ^th, but are they written in the compass of the

same 5th ?

T*. There are two Accidentals, in Canon 44; are they used

as Leading-notes to the keys of D minor, and F major?
T'. To what Keys, then, do the two Accidentals of Canon

44 belong?

T*. We found, just now, that in recognizing a Leading-note
we recognized also the maior jra of a particular Chord;
what chord was it said to oe ?

v. What Chord-notes can you find, in Canon 44 ?

V. In what Key is Canon 5j written, and how often does

its Leading-note occur?

T'. What does the Time-signature of Canon 53 mean, and

where, in the Table, do we find it ?

T'. What should all beginners count to y time; and how
many Accents has it ?

T. What Key is Canon 58 written in; and what is its

Leading-note ?

T^. On which key of the Piano is the Leading-note of F8
minor played, in Canon ^4 ?

T'. In C;tnon 69, B double-flat is used; on which key of the

Piano is it played ?

T'. In Canon 171, G double-sharp is used; on which key
of the Piiino is it played ?

T'. How many names, then, has each white key of the

Piano, and how many names has each black key ?

P. In how many ways has the Whole Note been written,
as to Time, in these Canons?

v. In how many ways has the Half-note been written, as

to Time, in these Canons ?

v. In what Key is Canon 85 written, and what is its

Leading-note ?

T'. On which key of the Piano is Btf played ?

T'. There is another Major scale, with a different name, and
with different D^otation from Of major, but the notes
of which are played on the same keys of the Piano
and Organ ; what is the name of that scale, and of its

Leading-note ?

T'. What does the Time-signature of Canon 8s mean ; and
where is it to be found in the Table ?

"V. What ought beginners to count to | Time, and how
is it accented ?

P . The Time-signature of Canon 2 1 being Simple Duple
we know that each measure has only one Accent

P . The Time-signature j|
means that there arc three beats

in the Measure, each beat to be the value of an Eighth-
note, or the eighth part of the Whole Note. In the

Table, ) Time is given as Simple Triple Time.

P Both tell us there are six beats and two Accents, and
both are Compound Dupk: Time; the difference is that

the Beat, in Canon 48. has the value of a Quarter-note,
while that of Canon 44 has only the value of an Eighth-
note.

P. No; the first strain of four Measures is written in the

comp.iss of a 5th from D. and the second strain of four

Measures is written in the compass of a ^th from F.

P. Neither GS nor BJ] can be Leading-note of D minor, en

of F major.

P. GS is the leading-note of A. the Scale which begins on
the Dominant of D; and Bfl is the Leading-note of C
the Scale which begins on the Dominant ofF.

P. The Leading-note of every Scale, major or minor, is the

Major )rd of its own 'Dominant Chord.

P. D, F, and A, out of the first strain, make the Common
Chord of D minor; and F. A, and C, out of the second

strain, make the Common Chord of F major.

P. Cinon <j) is written in E minor; its Leading-note, D^
does not occur at all.

P. The Time-signature V means that each Measure will

contain the value of 12 Eighth-notes; in the Table it is

called Compound Quadruple Time.

P. We should count 12 to V Time, and accent beats I. 4.

7, and 10; unless the time is too rapid to count more
than four.

P. Canon ^8 is in G8 minor, relative to B major, and its

Leading-note is F double -sharp.

P. EH, the Leading-note of F8 major and minor, is played
on the key of the Piano which is also called Ffl.

P. On that which is also called Afl.

P. On that which is also called B double-flat, and A natural

P. Each white key has three names; and each black key
has two names.

P. In Canon 9, the Whole Note is written for two beats;
in Canon 7, for one beat; in Canon la it would have
stood for four beats, and in Canon 1 1 3. for eight beats,

if it had been used.

P. In Canon 1, the Half-rtote is written as a whole beat; in

Canon 7, as a half-beat; in Canon 13 as two beats, and
in Canon 1 ; it would have stood for four beats, had it

been used.

P. Cinon 8s is written in the Key of C* major, and its

Leading-note is Bft.

P. On that which is also called Cft.

P. The scale which is played on the same keys of the

Piano and Organ as that of CH major, is written as

Dt> major, with five flats; and its Leading-note is C
natural.

P. The Time-signature { means that each Measure will

contain the value of 9 Eighth-notes.
In the Table it is

classed as Compound Triple Time.

P. We should count 9. to { Time, and .iccent i. 4. and 7
unless the pace is too rapid to count more than three.



VB

V What does the Time-signature of Canon l}^ mean, and
where is it placed in the Table ?

Could we find a Whole Note, or Half-note, in a Measure
ofA Time? Could we have a Qyarter-note, and what
is the value of an Eighth-note in this Time ?

T*. In what key is Canon 137 written, and which is its

Leading-note f*

T'. What is the other minor key called, which is played
on the same keys of the Piano as this key, but has a

different place on the Staff?

V. In what key is Canon 134 written, and what is its

Leading-note ?

T*. What is the other major key which is played on the

«ame keys of the Piano as that of Q> major, but with

different notation; and what is its Leading-note?
T*. In what key is Cancn 13$ written, and what is its

Leading-note ?

T*. In what key is Canon 137 written, and what is its

Leading-note ?

T'. What' is the other key that has the same Leading-note ?

p. In what key is Canon 138 written, and how often does

its Leading-note occur ?

T*. In what key is Canon iti written; what is its Leading-
note; and now is it related to the key in which Canon

140 is written ?

T^. Canon 69 is a good exercise for getting accustomed to

play, readily, the white flats; so is Canon 171 good for

playing
the white sharps; but why cannot we call the

Leading-note in Canon 171, AtL and write it so, instead

of writing, and calling, it G X ^

T*. What sort of interval must there be in the scale, whether

major, or minor, between the Leading-note and the 8th '(

T*. Is not the interval, from A to A8, a Minor and, since

the two notes are separated by a half-tone?

P. What is the interval from Gx to A8?

As all these Canons are written within the compass of

a sth, we do not find an interval in either part greater
than a 5th; but what other intervals in the scale are

there, besides those to be found in the Canons ?

Are we able to see at once, by their places on the

Staff, whether the notes of these various intervals are

separated from each other by a Major, Minor, Perfect, or

Diminished interval, as we sing, or play them ?

What guide, then, have we to help us in taking our

intervals rightly?

T'. What is the name for the 1st degree of the Scale ?

T'. What is the name for the 5th degree of the Scale ?

V. What is the name for the 4th degree of the Scale ?

T'. The Chord on the Tonic has been referred to, and also

the Chord on the Dominant; is there a Chord on the

Subdominant as well ?

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P,

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

P.

The Time-signature A means that each Measure will

contain the value of 6 Sixteenth-notes, or sixteenth parts
of the Whole Note; it is placed in the Table under

Compound Duple Time.

We could not find a Whole Note or a Half-note, in -^
Time, because the Whole Note would be worth 16 of

these beats, and the Half-note worth 8. We could have
a Quarter-note, which would equal four beats

;
and the

Eighth-note, there, equals a beats.

Canon 127 is written in Ab minor; and its Leading-note
isGfl.

The other minor key, played on the same keys of the
Piano as that of At> minor, is the key of CA minor,
relative to B major, with five sharps.
Canon 134 is written in Cb major, with seven flats; its

Leading-note is Bb.

The other major Scale, played on the same keys of the

Piano as that of Cb major, is written as 8 major, with
five sharps; its Leading-note is Alt.

Canon 135 is written in Bb minor; its Leading-note is AtL

Canon 137 is written in the key of C minor; its Leading-
note is Btl

C major has the same Leading-note as C minor.

Canon 138 is written in F minor; its Leading-note, Efl,

does not occur at all.

Canon 171 is written in Aft minor, relative minor to

Of major, in which Canon 140 is written.

Unless we get accustomed, as beginners, to the white
flats and sharps, they will always be difficult; but if we
wrote Gx as A4 thinking to make it more easy, our
scale would have no 7th. G, and G only, is the 7th

degree of A, whether G be b, ft I, or Xi or Ob; and
A IS the Sth degree of A, whether A be b, ft 8, or x,
or bb.

The interval between the Leading-note and the Sth, of

every Scale, whether major or minor, must be that of

a Minor and, or Diatonic half-tone.

No; because Al] is separated from M only by a Chro-
matic half-tone; that is, one that changes the pitch of

a note, but does not change its name, or its place on
the Staff.

That interval is a minor and, because G X and AS are

separated by a ^Diatonic semitone; that is, one that

changes the name of a note, and its place on the staff,

as well as its pitch.

In every Major and Minor scale we find:— The Major,
and Minor and; the Major, and Minor 3rd; the Perfect,

and Augmented 4th or Tritone; the Perfect, and Di-

minished "jth; the Major, and Minor 6th; the Major, and
Minor 7th ;

the Perfect 8ve
;
and the Major, and Minor gth.

No; the Staff shows no difference between a Mjjor,
Minor, Perfect, Augmented, or Diminished interval; they
look alike, as we noticed that the jrds did, in Canons

14 and 16.

The knowledge of our keys, and the
position

of the

half-tones in all of them, for tt is by toe half-tofics of
the key, that ali the intervals, except the Sth, are varied;

some from Major to Minor, and others from Perfect to

Augmented, and from Perfect to Diminished.

The Tonic.

The Dominant.

The Subdominant.

Yes; the Tonic, Dominant, and Subdominant, are the

three principal Basses of every key; and the three fun-

damental Chords of the key are built upon them.



VIII

T. HeiT Kunr, in his Preface, mentions the "relationship
of keys

"
;
what does that mean ? He mentions also

" Tetrachords
"

;
what are they?

v. Have the "Tetrachords" anything to do with the "re-

lationship of keys"?

T. In what particular scales are the Tetrachordt found,
which belong to the key we are in?

T. We have found out notes that make the Tonic chord

in some of the Canons ;
but are there any Chords written

as such in these Canons ?

T'. Why are they called Two-part Canons ?

T'. To what great subject does the study of Scales, their

Basses, and their intervals, lead us?

T'. May not the notes of related Scales be used in Melodies ?

T'. Why will it help us, when reading more difficult Music,

if we learn even in these Canons to see quickly the

Leading-notes and Fourths of the keys?

T'. Have these important Leading-notes and Fourths any-

thing to do with the two semitonic steps in each scale ?

T*. Can we sing or play the simplest written Melody— as

it is intended to sound— by merely knowing how to

take all the notes of it at their true distances, or inter-

vals, from each other?

V. If we accent, bv mistake, the weak beaU, instead of

the strong, will that alter the Melody ?

V. Is the regularity of the measure ever intentionally inter-

rupted by Syncopation in these Canons ?

T*. If we fail to notice the Rests, when singing or playing,

will that alter the Melody ?

T». In Canons 49, 8a. and 196. the strong beats are not

interfered with, either by ties or by rests, and yet the

Accents are made irregular; how is it done?

V In Canons 80. 103, 155, 163, and others, the regularity

of the measure is interrupted, though not by Syncopa-

tion; how is it done ?

T' Why is it better for beginners to count six, in | Time,

instead of only two
;
nine, in

\ Time, instead of only

three
;
and twelve, in V Time, instead of only four ?

T'. In Canons 1 47 and 1 78. three notes must, in each measure,

be played under one Beat; why is it so ?

P. Any key that we may be singing or playing in, b re-

lated to five other keys, viz., to that bejjinnmg on its

Dominant; to that beginning on its Subdominant; to

their relative Minors; and to its own relative Minor. By
Tetracbord, as the word is now used, is meant the half
of an Octave-scale.

P. Yes, a Rreat deal; because each of the two halves, or

every M^jor Diatonic Octave-scale, is found — note for

note — in another scale.

P . The first four notes, or Tetrachord, of the key we are

in, will be found in the second Tetrachord, or half, of

the Scale beginning on its Subdominant; and the second
half or Tetrachord of the key we are in, will be found
to be the first four notes, or Tetrachord, of the scale

beginning on its Dominant.

P. No; the Canons are Mekxlies.

P. Because the Melody that is begun by one Part is exactly
imitated by the other Part.

P. To the Subject of Chords, which are built on the Basses
with intervals taken from the scale we are in, and from
its related scales.

P. Yes, notes not belonging to the key are often used in

Melodies for ornament; and the Leading-notes and
Fourths of related keys for more than ornament

P . Because, when we play the simplest Chorales and Hymns,
we shall find that the Accidentals, there, are mostly the

Leading-notes and Fourths of related keys, put together
in a Chord that will change our key for a time.

P. Yes, a great deal; because, in every Major Scale, the

half-tones have their fixed places between the 3rd and

4th, and 7th and 8th, ascenaing and descending; there-

fore we know that those important notes will move by
half-tones, in their chords.

P. No; we must also know how to sing, or hold down, all

the notes of it, for their true length of time, before a

Melody can be sung, or played, by us as it is intended

to sound.

P. Yes, if the measure is intended to be regular, the exact

place of the strong and weak beats is as important to

the Melody, as the exact pitch of the higher or lower
notes of it.

P. Yes; in Canon 6. the first half of the strong beat is

tied; and in Canon 7, the first half of the strong best

is silenced by a Rest.

P. Yes, because the Rests all have their different lengths;
so that silence, as well as sound, has its exact time,

which must be carefully allowed for in the Measure.

P. The Accents are there displaced, in many of the Measures,

by the first note being only half a beat; and
by

the

second note beginning with the other half-beat, and con-

tinuing into the next beat. By this means the Accents

are thrown on to half-beats or whole beats which—in

the regular order—would be weak or unaccented.

P. In those Canons the sign > for Emphasis, is
put

over

many of the half-beats, and beats, which would, in the

regular measure, be weak.

P. Because the notes are apt to become unsteady, when
three or more are

played
under one Beat. Also, when

shorter notes, for half-beats, or for quarter-beats, come
in, as well as dots for eighths, and double dots for six-

teenths of the beat, all true Rhythm in the Melody is

lost, unless 6, 9. and 12 are counted, severally, to |, |,

and V time, by beginners.

P. Because, there. Triplets are used; they are in each case

three half-beats grouped together, to be played in the

time o( two half-beats, equal to one whole beat



IX

T*. If we may neither reduce the number of beats, for fear of

losing the regularity of the Time, nor increase their

number, for fear of multiplying the Accents, upon what
are we to

depend,
for true measure or Rhythm, when

reading new Music ?

P. Why is it not enough to know the exact proportion
of the other notes to the Whole Note, and to each

other ?

T. What does our study of the figured Time-signatures of

the Canons show us ?

T*. The upper figure of all Compound Duple Time, is 6;
what number is it that will go into six three times,

without a remainder ?

T'. The upper figure of all Compound Triple Time, is 9 ;

what number is it that will go into nine three times,

without a remainder ?

T*. The upper figure of all Compound Quadruple Time, is

la; wnat number is it that will go into twelve three

times, without a remainder ?

T*. That makes it easy for us to remember the number of

Accents in each kirid of Compound lime; but what does
the expression "Common 7rme" mean ?

T'. We have several times seen the Time-signatures C, '"d

0, differently carried out, in these Canons, as to the

number of notes in the Measure; what does Mr. Banister

say about them in his Text-book called Musi£ ? *

T^. What does our study of the key-signaiurts of the Can-
ons show us }

T*. What other knowledge must we then gain, in order to

be certain as to which of the two keys we are playing in?

T'. if the Leading-note of a Minor Scale is always an ac-

cidental, will not that tell us ?

T. It has been said that "it is by the half-tones of the key
that all the intervals

except
the 8ve are varied ; some

from Major to Minor, ana others firom Perfect to Di-

minished
"

;
what does Dr. Callcott say as to the in-

fluence of those half-tones upon Melody itself P

T*. It has been said that the Leading[-note and Fourth, of

related keys, when put together in a Chord, will take

us out of our key for a time; but how do we return

to our original key, having once left it ?

T*. Herr Kunz, in his Preface, recommends these Canons
for the use of advanced students, in learning and prac-

tising Transposition; what is transposition, and why
are so many advanced players unable to transpose ?

T*. In the first eleven Canons, there is no direction given
as to the speed at which they are to be played ;

but

how many differently worded directions do we find

used for the others P

•
Mwic, by Henry C. Baniitit, PrafeMor of Humany and Gnnpoiitioii

MUM Rerri Acadny tt Mmic.

P. We must depend upon our seeing, at once, the exact
proportion of our half-beats, quarter-beats, eighths, and
sixteenths of the beat, to the whole, and to each other;
and also upon our understanding the exact position of
the regular Accents, as shown by the Time-signature.

P. Because, as we have seen, different Time-signatures give
a different valuation even to the Whole Note itself.

P. That we must be guided by the upper figure as to the
number of beats in the Measure

; and by the lower figure
as to the value of the Beat-note and the proportion of
all shorter notes to it, throughout the Canon.

P. Two will go into six, three times, without a remainder.

P. 7bree will go into nine, three times, without a re-

mainder.

P. Four will go into twelve, three times, without a re-

mainder.

P. "Common Time" means even, in distinction to Triple,
or uneven. Common Time has an even number of beats,
and in Triple Time their number is uneven.

P. Mr. Banister says:—
"In former times Triple Time was called "Perfect Time,
and was signified by a Circle 0> 3s the symbol of

perfectness: and Common Time, as Imperfect Time,
was signified by a Semi-circle The Semi-circle has

assumed the form of C, which is the signature for

Quadruple Time {with two /Accents), while (^ Time is

duple, with one Accent in the Measure. Usually, more-

over, Time is more rapid in pace than C Time."
Music, Pages 10 and 11, Paragraph 34.

P. It shows us that we can never be guided by the key-
signature only, in finding out what our key is ; two keys,
one Major, and one Minor, being always indicated by
one and the same signature.

P. The knowledge of Intervals. If we do not know the
difference between a major and minor jrd, we cannot
be certain of the mode of our key.

P. No; some of the minor Canons have not had the Lead-

ing-note in them at alL

P. Dr. Callcott says:
—

"As the whole doctrine of Melody, or the Tone of Notes,
must depend on a right conception of the two Semi-

tones, and their places in the Scale, great attention

should be
paid

to this part of the suoject by every
Musical Student" Musical Grammar (iSi-j), Page 34.

Paragraph 3S>

P. The Leading-note and Fourth of related keys, when put
together in a Chord, will take us out of our key; the

Luiding-note and Fourth of our key, when so put
together, will always take us back to it again.

P. By finding out exactly what degrees of the Scale are used,
in any 01 these Canons, we are preparing to be able

to transpose; and by writing down the same degrees of
some other Scale, in the same order as to Time, and

prefixing the new Key-signature and the old Time-

signature, we can transpose any Canon that we like.

But many advanced players do not know this.

P. There are, in all, nineteen differently worded Italian di-

rections used in these Canons, to guide us as to their

speed.



Has the begmner anything
more to think of, When try-

ing to acquire what Herr Kunz calls a "singing stvle" of

playing, besides the keeping true to the Time-signature,
the key-signature, the regular Accent, Syncopation,

Emphasis. Accidentals, Triplets, Tied notes. Dots, Rests,

and rates of speed ?

For all these things the Pupils eyes should never stray

from the Notation on the Page; but what is the common
error, to which Herr Kunz refers, how does he help us

to avoid it, and — if the minJ is used, instead of only
the ear and fingers, in these Canons — for what future

work will it be preparing itself?

Herr von Bulow, in his Preface, mentions "homophonic
work of both hands" as destructive to musical intelli-

gence; he would have the "polyphonic faculty" early

awakened in players, and adds that the use of the simple
strict Canon is the best foundation for

"
polyphonic

apprehension"; Herr Kunz also recommends nis Canons

to be used as singing-exercises with words below.

How may the History of Music make the meaning of

these expression clear, even to beginners ?

What influence had the singing of Music — in which

so many parts had their own separate Melodies — upon
the progress of %bythm ?

How and when did the singing of these increasing
numbers of different Melodies together, lead to the

building-up
of chords, first to accompany the voices, and

then as independent Harmony, such as we find in the

simplest Chorales and Hymns?

How are we to guard against playing by ear; and how
can we best prepare for studying the Harmony of the

Chorales and Hymns ?

P'. Yes; there is the fingering, and the touch also, to attend

to; both, if well studied, will help to keep the tones and
the Rhythm "singmg". There are the signs for re-

peating some of the strains; and one thing more to
attend to, which is, that in Canons 25, 33, 83, and others,
the Treble Clef is used for both parts.

P. It is to avoid all excuse for looking at the hands, that

the compass of the fingering is always limited to a sth;
to avoid discouragement from the diflFiculty of first be-

ginning to read, the Canons are all very short ; double
notes, ornamental notes, and many of the signs in Musi-
cal Notation are omitted altogether. Herr Kunz would
have us learn "to read"; and he thinks that if the very
common mechanical playing by heart is avoided from
the first, then our minds will be prepared to understand
the writings of the old masters.

P. History shows us that homophonic music was its earliest

form; when we hear a single voice singing a Melody,
we are listening to homophonic music. When Music
first developed into its early polyphonic form, in France
and Flanders, two entirely different melodies were sung
together, which led to the contrivance of imitation or

Canon. In the 16th Century, as four Canons would be

sung together by eight voices, the voices would divide

into pairs, and some would reverse the Melodies taken

by the others.

P. As the number of parts increased, the strictrwss in keep-
ing the Time of their movement must have increased

also; but for that, the many unaccompanied voices

could not have kept together.

P'. As Dr. Callcott says in his Grammar:—
" Two or more Melodic? heard at the same time, form

Harmony ;
and the different combinations of Notes in

Harmony are termed Chords." In the i6th Century,
organ-accompaniment of Chords for the voices began
to be used; and. later. Chorales and Hymns were
written, in which the voices moved at the same time,

instead of independently of each other as in the Canons.

P. By "reading" a new Canon every day, guided by the

Time-signature and Key-signature, and by finding out

the Leading-notes and Fourths, and Comrnon Chords o(

all the keys.

T'. Antonio Salieri, the Italian composer, lived and wrote when the Chords had had time to become more perfect,

than when they first began to be used; and much had been written about the importance of the Common Chord, or

Triad, before his day; but he wrote Canons, and a living French professor
— who has made it possible even for infants to

observe Harmony — has put words to some of them, on purpose for children to sing. Her words for the first one —
which begins on the notes of the Common Chord of the key

— make a fit ending to our study of the Two-part Canons

of Herr Kunz; for even as such works grew out of single Melody-singing, so should they, in turn, invite us to the study

and practice of Four-part Harmony:—
Viens; harmonie,

Pour etre uni«

I'art channant,

Touchant

Du chant.

Mrs. Fredf-rick Inman.

Batheaston,

Bath.

June 23. 1883.

• Rtcrtalions Chmalw Vingt-quatre Canons composts par Antonio Salieri (1750— 18J5). Paroles de Mile. L. Collin, Profeueur du chant k

r£cole Normale des Instituinces de la Seine. Paoft. Librairie Ch Delagiave.
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AUeg-re

J -7 I'M
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^m
Moderalo., s m» m ^ ^ ^

43.-

•> ¥» 'i ^

z*^

^^iMm fe| ii^^ £

Moderato

^ SS

3:=5:r ^rfrgy ^s *#*-r *#
Fine.

^TO%^^ as fiF ^ #« f«W^ i^p m ^
i?.a%

AUee refto.

m s s s ^ m^3£ f—d t=a.

? ^ f ^ ^ ^ f ^
45. ^ m̂ p ff » B̂

« fit

Ŝ S mzraa: ^ 3^

^

Moderate

p̂s i jj:^j:]i i jfj^^ri i .̂ ^^^
46/ a)

^^^ 1^ fc* S k* *^^'/ ¥y.ff <^
- fr^ P-m-P

M!
'

' "'^
^i

i

''' I-'

I ^'v^
i
' ^ P73 ffi S ^»Ay^wfc:=ikzi:* g^ d' * ^S=M

b) s »g_^T"^ ^ stem^
^UA^-r^=^~^
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M Allegretto.

'f*i\\ p-fT m m g m? ^
47.

^M ^ :2: 4 ^
:«i^ g ^"

it T[_f ^ # S ^ ?^ ^ ^
'>-«4 r p 1 * ^ i 4 ^ £ ^

I

Alleg-ro non troppo .

1

•J —
I

^^ ^^̂ J J * w » =g* T ^

48.

^g ;rr
p f

>« ^s

rf^\^ JiJJf^ ^^ ^^ ^^-» ^ d * d

^^ s ^^ f0.mf ^ ^
?£

Moderafo.

TT—* ^^ ^^? ^^^ ? ?
49. ^ #— ^ # ^ ^

M̂oderate,

50.

»'• J J'. J J J J i» »
p f r r P

J J J ^^^
^ m ^

UBHO
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f

'nr-t-rt

^^
P p p ^ p P

^

^ ^ *

"p |» p |»-[^

^

^

^

^

J^^
AllogTPtto.

^^ i rFj >i)^^ # '-•M

51

r>-Y»i p S ^ ^ ^ifcc IJC3:

Moderate
3

ffi ^^ w r 7P f^
r pr ^p^A :?^

52;

i^± ^
^j) I J^JJj^ j. ;J ^>

j. ^J ^J^
j-*i^m ^ m 0- ^

i ^ g ^fy# s-^

r pr
^ ^

B ? J ^ J J ^g # ^^ a I

J. j^J ^^^
^^^-#

i i

» ^

I ^ f^F=# F^ ,yPi y.^-K it

? i ^

i P^^ 3=5
J. iJ ^J^UJJjj^ ^^ ^J>Ji*^i:-^ * w

Allegretto

1S680
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i
i^

Allegro non troppo.

i ^ i i^ ^S^ ?*-F # 7 rJ

i^ gj

54.

^>-M«^i
_a_

I
# l# M5C=3^ ^

,^
Allegro.^ ^^ 5^5 ^ ^ ^ ^^ mf m ^ ? ?m #-=—#

55,

>«j! i^rP
F-* fl=p

##-

g itP ^ #«- u eEE2 ?:^

i
Allegro.

^5 M ^ ^ff jjj-j ?^ f 3=^*3i

56.

^^ ^ ^ ^
^

TSl

?
?2=5;

Lento.

f'iK''ij]Jr
i i i i ^? P^ f ^

57.

^S i^ fe^ 3C=ffaM^
Andante.

l <^»At.^vr̂ F
58.

;>--»tf\(^

3z:

^ «^^^
=F=S¥^

^p JO *^

p f

^t * x^ '
i hfl« xM^aatsat J «JJ "^ ^ v̂^^ x<<

^ip^ ;f»s i ^^g rp-r^ m^
lt«HO



Id

Andantino.
4,

rf '• r1ttr77 P^^ ^ £?
59.

:e ::^*^ i^r f r f f ^r f^

r m;r r ^ pr p r/r^
>>: Pr f fr f mf=4 ~H f f 1^ fl^r .

Moderato.

J^J^J^^

Andante.

,^^ f
61.

'/[.I' l . I! pi-
g|E^

-fr#-

^^
Allegro.

62.
^^ ^

^^
i

i

^̂P ii^ i

^# i
ueso
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Allegretto.
-4-1M '

--'iJll |tJ
^ iS ^S ^s ;i iJj i

i
J-**-^—»* =?** J^J8^ 'y

63.

"f^f. - ^^ Itf rr^rfrm 1»=tt^m fp-rw-n^^^m s

:i ^ ^ i^^* PSKv hw- ;«- K4-

^^ #FiF^
to:pn: IE

ti

ga
Allegretto.^g 5pgf g^^^. pt^'ipl

5 S^
f^ ^

1^*

64.

^i^ ^^ fe ^: ;^m

m
Moderato.

i^^h^in ?> ^^^ ^# »#^#

65.

Sis m ^m^m '
ICrp^LriTlc??, ^^ ^

1<«N0
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Alleg:retto

[a^^ ^p m

m ^
w

^^
rrrrrrrr

^
i ^J.^

68.

^Allegretto.

^
as ^

^^
^^i
^ ^^

^
s^

^
t¥

i kl
Allegro.

^^ fe^P ^ i ^i331 K*- '"'^
|?gJ zzz:

69.

^^^ fcb^ -«- EEC ^^^

Allegro.

70.
? i i i 11 i^

:E ^
^
hd

'

j^^^ P i i^ i
*•• ^ t^

m m v^^

^

^

^

:£ Ei P < !I

1«680
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POCO l(Mlto.

I
^m i >^iJ] t

71.

as r ^y'lLLLT ^ ^
Andatitino.

g gfcr ^P al -
,
<< ^P ^P g^ KE

72

g^ -?'^— v -

ff ^ ^^?^ ^ ^
i

Allegretto.^^ ^ »^ ^^ ^•^ .^''^r^^
73

iS
I I. m I. ^ i ^usz*=:i^

Allegretto.

^m ^^ F - f

74 ^ r C/Kf^ y^^ r-:^^.^

i r p r ^'#? i ^z^

iE M ^^ M 4^^ ^

^6h(»
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iy
Moderate

^ ^^ ^ ^^iIt" il ^ ^ ^f f
76. g^^^^^ y^^ ^^ î

Moderate

*
1

^~ " e S i ^ ^sJV* V *j *^^ f*i ^ ^#—- d^e* I-**

77.
o

^ ^ ^ ^g^ ^ i^^ i^

4
Moderato.

fr=PFT
5
sm ~ m -#

78.

^^^^^m m Cgr"g ^^s

Allegretto.

6 i*J J^ P ^ H ^flf<tj -^—# # '*^# *^J *<l -«^#

79. ^ -jp.-^^
—-»-^ T""^ ^*T-^^P^ ^^P^

Allegretto

80.

'
[ ex:;^ P^r cxu

:#M^
-^gr^

'-^>s 'p
'' FtTtK

186N0
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Moderate.

fet g ^ gS ^it»^^p
81.

^

y-tfy 'i
•'i ^ i

F
firfTrripgr

=2d

Moderato.
3

bjiiJj;i ?a^^ ^^ i^ |

J)J J ;. ^^
82.

^^ ^ ^1^ ^ F-#^

I i S
.fe

Moderato.
0L

^ S^ ?t»i«

BBB~ S^ EZ

83.

ite s ^ip gm g ^ ^i

Alleg-retto.

Se F=^ a g F=*=f )'
^

j^i j)
•> ^

rn p iP ^ft-^^Mp=t
p

^
p p^ p ^

^ Ton moto.

m^m m
ilPJTJJ

SB.

ateg fe^^5OT
U680
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^^m? i-jjjjjj ^m i- jiJj;i

a Allegretto vivace.

;^ i^S f'Jh tfjw ^y^-^ =*=*=

86.

^^ s r pk#f

i«#1!^ ^ ^ m¥=* s.^»- X

iSi ^ w»
Lento.

:fe^3^^ ^^ ^SW " * '
<l

87. ^ P m i» v^^^P

^^Moderate. ^ i ^^ P^ P^^ P^s^zi =*=d=

88.
*ia^^ ^ i ^ ^ #s

u Moderato.

;^"^n JJ)i'^ f x J^*''

fe

^^ p^ ^s
mpfprn

^m
^

*£5t
^1^_. _^M^-

89.

^M ^ ^^
* «^^»

s^ g^^B̂S
12680
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Con moto

Allet^'vefto.

I m ^ s s
91. m m^ ^ m^m m

Moderate

-^ Z «a>'-^^ ^^ J nrm ^^g «

92.^ f-ffr

r ^pLCi
# p #

^^
J J2 ^"^^ i^ ^ ^
^ ^

f

Moderator.

^m s s imm
93

^g DU
IC^ m ^5i:

Alia breve.
'

Jh t i ^
94.

m& > r r ^' i

^^ r r

g> r r ^c :

"«f r p > •

i^
U6H0
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1^^
Moderate.

^m nrm Ji,iTn^^p^^^^
95.^ if * ^ ^ ^ :^^=3E

r i r£

^ ^ ^ ^^
r—^::?^

—
^[
—•—*

^ g^ ^ ^^^

[ I <(S^ J < J f^J j J f ^
m ¥$ #=F ^ ^==!t

Moderato.

96.

^
IP-P

' ^P L^^rp^^rE

^*« JJ^J)'^
JS e ^g i.^j)-' i^J

^Xit i-pf
C./C/i-ZU-top ^^p ^^

Moderate.

97.

^^

^^

^
^^
^ ^ mf f

ttJ * *

ff «, > i»3^y=F

^
^
^^ K 77

'

^g
1S680
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Allegretto .

98.

%A -i r

g|'' Lur ai!-

^m

^̂
m g=p^^

^̂̂
N^

^
^

^
^^

^^

^-^^^=^

^^

99.

(

Moderato.

ijwr i jM i

m^ ^

^
M=PE

^^
m

.\M\fi J J J J J 1
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Allegro .

>KW[. <^^^p
101.

Fv^FP

S^
^ft^fa

^
d

:^g
Allegro non troppo.

i i22
_ZZ in:

102. ^^ zz:
3C;3!=B
*—*

Moderato.

^m ^^ ^ ^ ^^
103. ^ m m ^ *-F

s mt—^

Allegretto,

<!>! £^P g !

P ^ •P ^^^^ W^?
104.

Allegretto .

^m ±-k w^^ ^ pp ^
105.^ N^^ ^^ rf.irt.r

,^^ ^ ^ s^^ ^ ^
^n U rir

#—^ 4 i^r ::it 4 ^fc^F?

18680
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Allegretto.

*^1 ^^ ^ J
(tJ

J
JjJ' git»^^3-

106.
ft^-#

P
t

if f~yi m9^1^ < ^ r^ E

i S

/ilTlrrrlff :^

^^ 32
g

rttf TTTb

i

^1 ^ ^
Adagio.

107.

Allegro.

1*^^ P ^^ p
^
-^JJ)^

108.

I^mm ^i f—y
^ f m

\ t\> i rm
p

^
^^j^ ^ i

1.
" 2

—
I^ si

'/t.ii>
^ ^ -^t^ ^^ £

c/

l«Sf)0
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Con moto.

•J 2 '

r ^W^ ¥ W^ f
*^s^ ±3!

109.

^Pl^ mm^ ^^ =fes
i* *^^ ii

fe
Allegretto.

3^ _^
no.

')^h* 'l^i i

^^^m

itjj^jjfjjj^jj^^

'

^;r ?;r ^_

fe

j ?Jj ?ji yj E^

rf
Andante

t?,
Ii I

t >

?
—^-#sS P^ P^ ¥^

I i S
111.

^^^^ ^S* Fjff !^

Moderate . ^ 3MZa^t ±± JJJ'^JJ J)^^

112.

^^^^^ ^mI^ f r pr p

i^
* ^=5 ^^ P^^ES )

» ^' ? » / ^

^ • , • P # m m m f m ^ if P^^ £ ^¥?=i

113.

Moderate .^ i

i

:5 ^

S

P ^

^
i

^
^

U660
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Allegretto.

I'i'^m:^ tJJJJJj^ J lJ. ffJ f wjjj J J ^<p p
114. ^ s m

i=±t
fp5*^*^ jii

* i^ *
Igj*": ^-«r

i ^ ^^ • #

I m

H p ^ ^ i tiii ^
*^

• d' • ' *

S ^E ^=3!: £ e=i^

^ p . - • f # ^#^ Ft-^ i>^ #-r-(» i -
tiTf r

^'^^'

Andante con moto.

fe 5 CTJJJ^.^J^J J'ja'
^'^4j^^'^H^^ *f ^^^

115.

g#^ [^ r fi'r P^ ;^gS! E£

Moderato

116.

i:i|
AllegroB

117.

^"
—*

ii

^^^ - H«
ii^jf £

H«^a -p>-
-#-f>

s
-i»-y-

|-.t(iM)
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Alleg-ro non troppo.

i,h{>, iJ.J^ ^ ^ =5 a w-^~*-#
us.

s ^ gi^ S;^ ^ w f p p

f^^fei
Allegretto .

k ^ M:m=sI ^«^^
119. ^

I ^ I ^n til

f
» » » ^

Allegretto .

4

î m :ggB ffi^ ^ ^^ -: !-

120.

S ife^ I
(!#'f?# 1^^ite fe

:i
-T-'i^m r\^ ^ F* it

-#*

S ^ ^=^m* m ^.f^ ^M^ ^

Allegro .

2

li-'hsWm =m m ^ ^
121.

fe^̂ W 1^
— ' * y ** —9

m
Moderato.

a^—-^—

f^
122. ^ ^ #r <>^ ;^ M̂* M̂« (iL f̂e

^
P
:tt

fc
186S0
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123.

Allegretto

:s

g^rt^ ^m
^m

^

mzzM m^
?

#—• ^
Moderato .

124.

Moderate.

125.
s

^^' jj ^;p.

'^^^1' !j r M
^^

#
s

li i

^^

^ s
f̂cjK
#

^ ^^^
Moderate .

126.
^^m
^m

^
^

^fe
^^

^̂ ^^
^^^ ^ ^^ ^JLC;^^- j^w
m^=^ ^ S ^^ ^^^ P. P ^ =

i

te
Moderate . #-g^ ==03 1 » ^^^

127.

^^^^^rfyrr^=i^
^ ¥f=i^

ueso
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i^
^j i. J s:ffi

^^ liip^

^^^^^^s
r r f\\F f-

^
fe^

^Allegro molto.

i i ^m^^ ^
128.

^^ ^ i ^^ ¥

^i> Jh^ fe £. i i ^a^ ^ ?
T"^

I ^^tiij' r rr i t ^ ^ ^ ^a
P

'• ^

P

Allegretto ,

m S ^ a m m-tt-^
129.

g^B # • ^p ^ ^ ^ p

:^
Cantabile .

^
j-m

P
* ^m ^ ^w

130.
t;

^m ^ ^^ ^ ^:^ ,r

^ ^
^>»^ tlf

^P^ ^ ^
-i»—F- ^ S

I«e80
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Con mo to.

^^m ^g y ^^J^Ja

131. ^ m^'
Hi'' -> i E2

# ^ tmr^ ^m•m —"^^—p —"'^
^ffls

/Jt^^^^ ?m ^ § ^a
Moderate.

h' J nj n XE ^
132.

I 99t mp
^^^

i

^*
. jn J n

r ^cx; ^^
p^ . g ^p p

Allegro.^ S^ ^ mi
«o« legato133.

^te ?^^^^ ^^ -i^a

*^
^^^P

>>»/ r V P r ^

^^
^

^

P r r
KH80
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Moderate.
1d

îTrl ^ ^ ^f^ m? m
134.

I ')^M l
.

. '}

4,
3C ^»-*-^ g^S^ Pm » * ^ -•-^^^

*fek 3=F m^ i ^^^ 3^ m re?'^ *L«^e i»

''n''i.i
iv ^> M ~A M. feW ggg^ A #

fe ^ f.

I

Andante
4

,ff*^ i s 3 ^ Sjjwy^ g P*^^i*g §^ ^g' 1
«y#

^. w f
135.

^H S ^.s«ggg i^ :**^^ fe^=?rt #^—^ ^

:i
*i

Andante con moto.

CT^ J^^.WJl^^ J ^M m''J J
*

136.

^>»A<^ ^ P^rTpf r ^^ p ^
,

|^»/»j.j^jjj)
n^ j j:

;,7 J"J ^J JM J'j j^;)7
:fcc

^ <A cu r P'rr^r p
r p , r =F=» ^

Veloce.
3

pfe=mp

137.

^^E
=^q^m=

^^PTPW
I

^CET
^

.̂1 '7^^M
tiHHO
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Allegro.

138.

^^
i i -̂•—#-

:i

5«

fe «^ ^a* • m f

-p—r

^M m^ M =
g==g=

F # F
2=tr rJr r,/

^^
^^

Allegro.

i
ftViLriircr

i

^ ^^ ^
139. ^ rrfftr ^ ^

^̂LTLLTC

*>:tfA,. L"r T:

/r r

^
Lfmrj
^^^=^

^ ^^
^^s^

140.
#

Andantino.

aa

^^-'AiM .-i ^^
I

^fei i=g^^^

g 3^

"m ^^ ^3
isnKo



Moderafo.

n
fpv^
^ ^S M ^^^^ ?:^ i^

141.

I i^ mm m^m j^ m^m ±13

Moderate
4

^ii itei E^^ -77T-

rS?r ^?f^r=?T^ -tF^142.

^^

:i fe^ ji^
g

#-* #-*i^

Ia ^ ?

^ crei'C. Jf
£ ^w mW?^ m

J?

^5^^

P
Moderate.

faH jiJJijrJj ^
I

J. 3JJj^iJ3ip * j»'

143.

^^ [ir [;,rc:rm.r[rj ^f-wf- :2zi

^'oderato.
4.^—-

% *S^ ^ ^^^=*3^:iP^ ^ ^^->^ t

144. ^^ i fe ii^ ^^ mi

ife

^fe^^

Andantino.

#
I

#
,pr

\ r^ » m
|> ^ j

•i»
—p- -0 ^ 321

145. <3^
t5^ #

iM ^ i£i ^ili^i
U6K0
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Allegretto.

146.

-rWrrW^r

'>^'
-

ji ttjJ^JJN J j

m F 1 F (9 m tf^^rp F=^
? igva*-

^-•-o:

i^^» ? ^^^t

Alleo:ro non troppo.

i^N ^ * fep *-»

147.
e^m

^ ^ ^ ^ m f—w S

Allegretto.

\P'h
HT} i P^ tf

" ^ tf ^^i« * J * ^

148.

i ^ • ^ #

^^b'iX'-
-

r

s ^ J J *= wm^^^ wt±:

i^=i # ^ • ^^v^b"i> r t ?

Alia breve.

'̂" '^ J-JJJ* m m a ^ i^=SZm I*
A »

149. ^ FfFjg *F #F9^ #F#F^Hf mBm& ^ I ? P

Moderato assai.

150.

^ ttT
i as i -

t".af

^ m 4^
lllHKO
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Allegretto.

if^^^S Hi i
J>JI]

^ijil t h [ ^Pi^-i^ *-*

151.

^> Hilly > ^^ ^^S ^^ ^
Andantino.

152.

Allegretto.

;^fcm f F ^^^ ?==^

153.

^><^ll<^f1
'^ » ^

5<A ^ ff

t y j PL£ rr r t^ a *i*£

f^^^ ^ ^s^^ ^^P

>):»/ rrn r
**-* f^^r ^ ^^ g^^

Moderato.

'«y Ji ;i73 P^ I
Jrj^ J' in

154.

:^ ^m-
I c/m ^^

l««HO
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Allegretto.

g 5SK9
155. m^^^ ^

I rtfT cir
f

'
l r?_r^Ptt :5d

^# ^ #^^^ ^zz: 3!3^ P ^ ^
156. S ^ ^ ^ ^^ fei i^ 3

Moderate.« i *Ji^ ^ ^ ^ ^ s! a/ <S SDK•
" # -fi^

157.

v^¥tfii<r
i ^ ^ PTTTW g j^ Kl»-F r«t^

Moderato.

d'i ^JM ^ ^ ^ ^ s ^ ^yd-^t s s
158. mi ^ S ^^^^ I!=3^ 52 S^^

Moderato.

iW-^rjjJ^
159. ^ ^ » =

pg^ *r#: ^^

I86K0
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Allegretto.
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m ^ s $ i ^ =«=^

160.

's ^^

Ie

^
p J ^̂ p i

Moderate.

if'^ ^to s5 ^^ ii ^^ ^ f #5^

161.

gg i ^s s
AUeg^ro molto.

3

:\p"-i rrr i r^^
3 i i i P^m w w ^^ p fl ^ fl s

162.
non legato

rm - mfe i^I g^s ^ ^ s

*^
Alleg-retto.

^^ ^S ^g^^ ^ te^^yg' W ^^
163.

aftp ^^1 ^ i^ ^=^^^

Moderato.

^^P ffi 3 f«¥ ^s
164.

1*880

^ S ^ ^#1^ ^^
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Moderate.

^ m^
Fpg^mPTg g:p^ im9-^=-^ ^ - J« *

165.

r^ki'i>'j it
gsi^S^fc^f^ ^^## &

Modorato.

fee^ »'^ g * 3t^ ^^ t*^P ^^
166,

i=F
V- U^ 7 ^ S^ P-m-i^ m ^ ^s

:*

Allegretto.^ # ^ gi K i P ^f-T-^ g ?
167.

^^ iIt ii ^ 1^t̂ m ^ ^^ rr0

$
fe*

Allegretto^ ^^ii ffl Ss s• ' ^^* ^ ^M̂*gM
168

i
#=*w^fe ^fcrl-3t33!: P ^^ ^

Moderate.
2

i.''i.i^ 'f^rrfh
169.

^ iZ!:
£ ^ V r r p ^

^m ^^ t-*-
:i== fel^

^'^"i^ r* tir r r^ ffiE
J— g= ^^ ^— g ^^

^E
='f r ^r t^ fFrJf. l^f r V P ta

U«80
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170.
P^

Allegretto

gfe^

^ ^=fz r^U^Jj

^^
iS

g

^^
e*

^
#—I—1»-^ ^

Moderato.

¥m« <
r- .J^ ^1 ^ M i ^^t^ K# f

171.

^ i :sv fKP ^ ^
fftCifi»] ^ m-^F#-ffiSB!

i

Con moto
4

^^m irrf J' i f r f-n • us Cjj ^'U' [Jj
'^'

p
^

172 ^ MAt
n J^r P fe^

Allegro molto.

»^f^ ^^^ ^ w
173.

( ^^ ^ ^ #^ ^ -ts^-i h

Moderato.

p'wm^
S: g^ J- i *!'m m m ^p

174. ^ ^ m ^ ^ ^^
Moderato

l;i680
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i
i

Moderato.

9-i ^ P 1 » ».'m ^ W p m m
176

^^ ^ ^ ffi^^-^^-^

I ^ 1'^'—v ^^5 ^m ^P^tES

^ m ^ ^ ^
=P:

Moderato.
8

i #=F^^ '__r iir r

177.

^Tt1-r ^ ^y ^=g## ^
jfV ^^TTr ^m ^^
'^ '

,

rf rvr M f f r ^r r ^fes

Allegro.
8^ ^^ i» mi^m m p :5=i

178,

3«¥^ i I
I U ^

-=^^ -~i

fc :i S to

Allegro molto.
_a_ ^ ^ ^ ;^•IM

| j[£[ j=^ ^ ^^ ±±

179. «o« legato

I ^ fe ^fe ^ S:sSe

12680
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Allegro.

lh% i^ i
i' s s^^^p^^ ?

180.

'/"^Mm^^ii- ^ ^S ^^ 5i i y.—r *y e

Moderato.

^
—y^^^ ^ g^M p • ^

181.

e#tf f L-/rJ f r-/rJ Pr pr^^^

182;),

183.

184.

Allegro molto

^^
^

i

^

^ ^
^ ^

^
^

te
^ss
EK^

i

^ ^

^

^

^

^
^

^

^ i ^
+)From here onward the tlTumb and little finger will

also be used on black keys.

*)Von hier ab der Daumen und kleine Finger aufh

auf Obertasten.
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185. \
I
fe

Mesto. ^
a^^ i!f f T Ps

'

J)£JJ ^^
i^^

:*!:»:

^at

^ :5rl

Allegretto.^^^ i ^ mirsr*

186, ^ 7 7 P S i ^=1K

Moderate^^ l~^^^B

^,t
^ *

P
''

f g llft^^PV

x',^ >?

^ ^H^ ^x Jtlt}

*^ '' »«J ^»^J^

187.

^ttrr? 'p«»^K#l;tf ^^M^ P Pxm P
*f=^

^^«¥^f?: ^illM
^

P
^ ^ ^^» PIXl

^y-Uti'tkr v , i »i^ ^tt' r P . rW ^
^M

Moderate.

W'-j^^rJvj' i^^ ^^ ^^•jjwjj;-
' *

dJUJMJJ
1

3

188.

v-%r- rcrg ?s
^^^p r p-crr

sffi ?

Con moto.

asr^^S ^p s^^ i
189.

'/ i.h> n P 1^ ;t ^^ ^ •F#-^
UbSO
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^^^^ [L/L^r
^ ffif* g-^cXT^'^^

pffi crrfrrtfcf^f

^te
Allegro.

i^'a" a J J
r ^?^ P

190

^>%a f
- £ « ^

ifei ^S

,» i ^̂^ ^ ^" 1 " *

'j'gAii r r r r ^
5^

Allegretto.

ig^ s^^ B«M» rt
191.

^m wf^ m ^ ^
Moderate.^^ S ^ i 1S-•-=-

•p ^^:^
^—r

192. jr-«^^___
^ ?g

wm^ m i g^ ^m 5^^s^ ^
Allegretto.^ i a E^5:i^i^

193. ^ i
12680
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Andantino.

^^^^ ^af?ES ^ ^
194.

.&»- ^1^g ^^S ^^

Allegretfo.
I

^'\K i! rir:
^f" ff • «^F ^ ^ ^^ ^ ppppp[»

195..^ ^*=¥ TJ ] ^ JJ J3 ^
# J* »# * # ' J # * »*-•-—#

^#^«-#

i^ r » &£
[jr^c,^^^ Efes f r r F • • II

^2=F

jrA^J^^J ^ Tj^Tjj J J) ? ? •

*=¥ 1^

te3
Moderato.

i £* ^?i2: *=*

196.

^^S^m
1

2 g P I =F=#=
^ :^^z

&z ^ Ei ^J J
J'. h J J) ^^B¥ -*—^

>b''i>i
i '

f!
r r p

( • ^ i *?

\

Moderato.

i s ^ ^=i=

197.
3 o 5 4"^ 3^4 ^ r f

^ ^

UttSO
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I
i*̂

Moderate.
* ^

8m ^̂̂ ^ P^-J'#C/
^̂̂ m^^

198. iiamm i f^^ Tr»i ^^^^ g^ 1t>
1
/ ^' T^ ^

Andantino.

] |^''4li
i

ijj f ir r P
^

F n ii^^^
199.

M r" ^ r P - p^^^ ^ 7 ^ r ^

i ^r :
" ir r P

^
p

^i=
r'^f F

^
p

te rsrr^rf i Ete^
I

i* ^ P- » O/f ^^ ^^ ^
-> iM ^> r^^ Pr p^r P .LJ/P.:m

Moderate.

^^m y'i—i^ ^ ^iP^^NT: ^^
200. 3 i^ ^ ^vn^rra=Fy *

te iO ^ O^^
^^ *^

^
^^ft#^ ?S

^fe^fe
18680
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BKRE.NS, H.

L. 1070 Op. 61.

L. 504 Op. 70.

L. 508 Op. 79.

L. 526 Op. 88.

L. 1031 Op. 8'J.

BKKTINI, H.

L. 137 Op. 29.

L. 138 Op. 32.

L. 1.3K Op. 100.

L. 7.-)8 Op. 101.

L. 795

L. 691 Op. 166.

L. l.-)S8

BIEHL, .4.

L. 530 Op. 30.

L. 497 Op. 44.

BRAHMS. J.

L. 1600

BRAUER, F.

L. 494 Op. 15.

BURGMULLER,
L. 500 Op. 100.

School of Velocity. 40 Studies. Complete.
The Same. L. 259, Bl<. I; L. 260, Bk. II;

L. 262, Blv. III.

50 Pieces without Octaves. For Begin-
ners.

20 Children—Studie.s without Octaves.
The School of Scales, Chords, and Em-

bellishments. 28 Studies.

Training of the Left Hand. 40 Exercises
and 25 Studies.

24 Studies. Preparatory to the Cramer
Studies (Vogrich-Buonamici).

24 Studies. A sequel to Op. 29. (Vogrich-
Buonamici).

25 Easy Studies. (Vogrich-Buonamici).
24 Melodious Pieces.

50 Selected Studies from Op. 100, 29, and
32. (Germer).

25 Primary Etudes. (Osterle).
50 Selected Studies from Op. 29, 32, 100,

134 (Buonamici-Cornell). Bk. I;

L. 1589, Bk. II. sp. e.

The Elements of Piano-Playing.
25 Easy and Progressive Studies. With

special reference to the left hand.
Bk. I; L.498, Bk. II.

L. Op. 105.

L. 752 Op. 109.

CHOPIN, F.

1.. 1551

L. 33

( LKMENTI, M.
L. 167

L. 780

I,. 1112

L. 376

CONCONE, G.

L. 139 Op. 24.

L. 141 Op. 25.

L. 140 Op. 30.

L. 1.374 Op. 31.

L. 226 Op. 37.

L. 10.30 Op. 44.

L. 25

51 Exercises.

12 Studies for Development of Velocity.

F.

25 Easy and Progressive Studies. (Oes-
terle). Complete.

The Same. L. 977, Bk. I; L. 978, Bk. II.

12 Brilliant and Melodious Studies. (Oes-
terle.

18 Characteristic Studies (Oesterle).

Etudes (Mikuli).
Etudes (Friedheim.)

(Jradus ad Parnassum. 100 Exercises.

(Vogrich). Bk. I.; L. 168, Bk. II.

Gradus ad Parnassum. 29 Selected Stud-
ies. (Tausig).

The Same. sp. f. e.

Preludes and Exercises in all the Major
and Minor Keys. (Vogrich).

25 Melodic Studies. (Oesterle).
15 Studies in Style and Expression.

(Oesterle).
20 Studies on the Singing Touch.

(Oesterle).
15 Studies in Style. (Deis).
24 Brilliant Preludes in all the Major
and Minor Keys. For Small Hands.

15 Studies in Expression, (von Doenhoff)
30 Selected Studies. (Oesterle).

CRAMER, J. B.

L. 142

L. 827
L. 828

L. 1178

CROLSEZ, A.

L. 1438 Op. 100.

CZERNY, C.

L. 153 Op. 139.

L. 378 Op. 261.

L. 161 Op. 299.

L. 150 Op. 335.

L. 149 Op. 337.

L. 383 Op. 365.

L. 749 Op. 453.

L. 402 Op. 553.

L. 146 Op. 599.

L. 148 Op. 636.

L. 60 Op. 718.

L. 154 Op. 740.

L. 1158 Op. 755.

L. 192 Op. 802.

L. 147 Op. 821.

L. 54 Op. 823.

L. 272 Op. 849.

L. 994

L. 445

84 Studies. Bk. I.; L. 14.!, Bk. II.; L. 144,

Bk. III.; L. 145, Bk. IV.
50 Selected Studies. (Bulow). Complete.
The Same. L. 828, Bk. I.; L. 829, Bk. II.;

L.8.30, Bk. III.; L. 831, Bk. IV.

The Same. L. 1178. Complete, sp.

25 Melodious Etudes. (Deis).

100 Progressive Studies without Octaves.

(Vogrich).

125 Exercises in Passage-Playing. Ele-

mentary Studies. (Buonamici).
The School of Velocity. 40 Studies. (Vog-

rich). Complete.
The Same. L. 162, Bk. I.; L. 16.3, Bk. II.;

L. 164, Bk. III.; L. 165, Bk. IV.

The School of Legato and Staccato. 50
Studies. Sequel to Op. 299. (Buona-
mici).

40 Daily Exercises. (Buonamici).

School of the Virtuoso. Studies in bra-

vura and style. (Buonamici).
110 Easy and Progressive Exercises.

(Buonamici).
6 Octave Studies in Progressive Diffi-

culty. (Schultze).

Practical Method for Beginners. (Buona-
mici).

Preliminary School of Finger Dexterity.

(Buonamici).
24 Studies for the Left Hand. (Scharfen-

burg).

The Art of Finger Dexterity. 50 Studies
in Brilliant Style. (Vogrich). Complete.

The Same. L. 155, Bk. I.; L. 156, Bk. II;

L. 157, Bk. III.; L. 158, Bk. IV.; L. 159,

Bk. v.; L. 160, Bk. VI.

Perfection in Style. 25 Finishing Studies.

(Herzog).

Practical Finger Exercises. (Relle).

Complete.

160 Eight-Measure Exercises. (Buona-
mici).

The Little Pianist. 75 Exercises, begin-

ning with the First Rudiments. Com-
plete.

The Same. L. 55, Bk. I.; L. 56, Bk. II.

30 New Studies in Technics. Preparatory
to Op. 299. (Buonamici).

Selected Studies. An Anthology. (Oes-

terle). Bk. I: Upper Elementary and
Lower Grades. L. 995, Bk. II: Middle
Grades. L. 996, Bk. Ill: Upper and
Middle Grades. L. 997, Bk. IV: Upper
and Advanced Grades.

First Instruction in Piano-Playing. 100

Recreations. (Ruthardt).
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ScH I RME R'S Library
of Musical Classics

PIANO METHODS, STUDIES, AND EXERCISES
SERIES TWO

DORING, C. H.
L. 651 Op. 24.

L. 1035 Op. 26.

DUVERNOY, J

L. 316 Op. 120.

L.1292 Op. 120.

L. 50 Op. 176.

GERMER, H.
L. 1279

GURLITT, C.

L. 798 Op. 50.

L.801 Op. 51.

L. 534 Op. 82.

L. 535

L.536
L,807
L. 539
L. 323

L. 324

L.339
L.206
L. 326

Op. 82.

Op. 83.

Op. 85.

Op. 100.

Op. 107.

Op. 117.

Op. 130.

Op. 131.

Op. 141.

Exercises and Studies in Staccato Oc-

tave-Playinj.
8 Octave Studies.

B.

The School of Mechanism. 15 Studies

preparatory to Czerny's "School of

Velocity." (Klauser). Complete.
The same: Bk. 1.

Ecole Primaire. 25 Elementary Studies.

Rhythmical Problems.

24 Easy Melodious Studies.

24 Melodious Studies of Medium
Difficulty.

The First Steps of the Young Pianist.

Bk. I.

The same: Bk. 11.

The Easiest Studies in Velocity.

24 Studies on Scales and Arpeggios.
24 Octave Studies.

Buds and Blossoms. 12 Melodious
Studies.

The First Lessons.

35 Easy Studies without Octaves.

24 Melodious and Progressive Studies.

School of Velocity. 24 Short Studies for

Beginners.

HABERBIER, E.

L. 191 Op. 53. Etudes-Poesies. (Ruthardt).
Op. 59.

HANDROCK, J.

L. 299 Mechanical Studies.

HANON, C. L.

L. 925

L. 1071

L. 1072
L. 1073
L. 1081

HELLER, S.

L. 179 Op. 16.

180

176

1117
177

1120

178

Op. 16.

Op. 45.

Op. 45.

Op. 46.

Op. 46.

Op. 47.

L. 1123 Op. 47.

L. 130 Op. 81.

L. 748 Op. 119.

L. 766 Op. 125.

L.24

The Virtuoso Pianist in 60 Exercises.

Complete.
The same: Bk. I.

The same: Bk. 11.

The same: Bk. III.

The same: sp. Complete.

The Art of Phrasing. 26 Melodious
Studies. Bk. I.

The same: Bk. II.

25 Melodious Studies. Complete.
The same: Bk. I.

30 Progressive Studies. Complete.
The same: Bk. I.

25 Studies for Rhythm and Expression.
Complete.

The same: Bk. I.

24 Preludes.

32 Preludes. (Oesterle).
24 Studies for Rhythm and Expression.

(Scharfcnberg).
50 Selected Studies from Op. 45, 46, 47.

(Oesterle).

i^
G. SCHIRMER, INC.,

HENSELT, A.

L.44 Op. 2.

HERZ, H.
L. 170
L. 1083

JENSEN, A.
L. 763 Op. 32.

L. 764 Op. 32.

L. 765 Op. 32.

12 Characteristic Concert-Studies.
(Jonas).

Scales and Exercises. (Vogrich).
The same: sp. e.

25 Etudes. Bk. I.

The same: Bk. II.

The same: Bk. III.

KESSLER, J. C.

L. 1416 Op. 20. 15 Selected Studies. (Deis).

KOHLER, L.

L. 317 Op. 50.

L. 543 Op. 60.

L. 318
L. 425
L. 196
L. 480
L.321

Op. 151.

Op. 157.

Op. 163.

Op. 190.

Op. 242.

L. 1082 Op. 249.

L. 935 Op. 300.

L. 936 Op. 300.

KRAUSE, A.

L. 553 Op. 2.

KUHNER, C.

L. 481

L.482
L.483

KULLAK, T.

L. 475 Op. 48.

L.476 Op. 48.

KUNZ, K. M.
L.939 Op. 14.

First Studies. (Klauser).
20 Studies in Continuous Scale-and>
Chord Passages.

12 Easiest Studies.

12 Easy Studies. (Klauser).
16 Elementary Studies.

The Very Easiest Studies.

Short School of Velocity without
Octaves.

Mctodo Practice, sp. e. Bk. I.

Practical Method. (Oesterle). Bk. I.

The same: Bk. II.

10 Trill Studies.

School of Etudes. Bk. I: Lower Elemen-
tary Grade.

The same: Bk. II. Elementary Grade.

The same: Bk. III. Lower Medium Grade.

The School of Octave-Piaying. Bk. I:

Preliminary School.

The same: Bk. II: 7 Octave Studies.

200 Short Two-Part Canons. For the

Beginner.

LE CARPENTIER, A.
L. 1133 A Piano Method for Children, sp. e.

LE COUPPEY, F.
L. 430 Op. 17. The Alphabet. 25 Very Easy Studies.

(Scharfenberg).
L. 67 Op. 20. L'Agilite. 25 Progressive Studies for

Mechanism and Light Touch.
L. 69 Op. 26. 15 Preparatory Studies to Czcrny'fl

"School of Velocity".

LEMOINE, H.
L. 175 Op. 37.

LISZT, F.
L. 835

L. 788

Etudes Enfantines. (Scharfenberg).

6 Grand Etudes after N. Paganini.
(Gallico).

12 Etudes d'execution transcendante.

(Gallico).

NEW YORK
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